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Dear Friends, Good Afternoon and thank you for being here. Welcome to this month’s work in
the sign of Scorpio — that great constellation, which provides the vision of liberation and service,
and which, after all tests and trials have been successfully met, brings soul triumph and illumination.
In the U.S. Eastern Time Zone, the actual time of this Festival occurs early tomorrow morning at
3:57 a.m. Thus, in the five-day observance of the monthly festivals, we are meeting on the second
and last day of Preparation, wherein we dedicate ourselves in upward striving, with the intention of
becoming recipients/custodians of as much of the inflowing spiritual force as we are capable of
holding on behalf of humanity.
At the outset of our work, in cooperation with all co-workers throughout the world, let us recognize
our opportunity to create a living, vital bridge, bringing humanity ever-closer to the ideas and
transformative energies held in trust within the Council Chamber of Shamballa, and radiated into
our world by the beloved Hierarchy, the Masters of Love-Wisdom.
As we take up the responsibility and challenge of our work, can we strive to identify with the highest
planetary center of Divine Purpose that ever seeks to “guide the little wills of men?” To the degree
that the world-wide spiritual community can accomplish this, to that degree we are able to electrify,
strengthen, deepen and beautify the planetary antahkarana, connecting and relating the three
planetary centers of consciousness — Shamballa, the Hierarchy and Humanity.
Of course, dear friends, the goal is to arrive at that place wherein the wise and tried disciple “stands
in the ocean of love,” willing and capable of pouring this love into a needy world.
As most of you know, after this opening address, intended to unify and stimulate the group mind,
we’ll move to the focus of our meeting, which is group meditation. Following this, you’ll have the
opportunity to express any thoughts and ideas you would like to share.
The image on your screen is entitled Close Mars. The NASA explanation for this photo is that
Mars was just past opposition and closest to Earth when this photo was taken in 2018 — a mere 57.6
million kilometers away. This remarkable image shows the Red Planet’s disk near its maximum
size and at the southern-most point, you can see the region known as the Eye of Mars (Solis Lacus).
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Mars is designated by the Tibetan Master as exceedingly powerful in connection with initiation into
the life of the fifth planetary kingdom of the Hierarchy. The reason given is that when its sixth ray
energy is “rightly employed” there comes liberation from form control and the release of the
conscious individual.
In Esoteric Astrology (p. 203), the Tibetan Master further explains that the influence of Scorpio
and the planet Mars are today “so strongly felt in world affairs” that, as he writes, he is “exceedingly
anxious” that we cultivate true insight, optimism and understanding about the tests to which all
disciples as well as the world disciple, humanity, is today being subjected so that light may be shed
upon humanity’s evolutionary journey.
Mars is both the ruling orthodox planet controlling the personality in Scorpio and also the ruling
esoteric planet conditioning the unfoldment of the disciple. It is Mars that is the dominating factor
in the tests and trials of both the individual disciple and humanity — prior to the experience in
Sagittarius and prior to initiation in Capricorn, and this for the following three reasons:
First, Mars is the planet which rules and controls the physical vehicle. It first appears as the
orthodox ruler in Aries, the sign in which the first move is made towards physical incarnation. In
Scorpio, the result of all the struggles carried forward during the seemingly endless pilgrimage
around the zodiac is brought to a point of climax through the activity of Mars, which has not
appeared actively in the intervening signs between Aries and Scorpio as far as the reversed wheel is
concerned.
In Scorpio, the disciple has now to demonstrate the strength, character and quality which s/he has
unfolded and developed within the self during the long pilgrimage. In Aries, the great war between
the dualities, which makes up the individual, began and the pairs of opposites were thus brought
into relation with each other.
In Scorpio, Mars rules not only the physical body but also the entire personality in the three worlds.
Thus, all aspects of the lower nature are involved in the eventuating crises as Mars applies all needed
tests to both the interior life and to the form nature, gross and subtle, integrated and powerful.
Whereas in Aries, the final revelation is that of the nature of knowledge and the purpose of
incarnation, in Scorpio, we have the revelation of the vision of liberation and service. In Sagittarius,
Mars as the hierarchical ruler, brings in the revelation of the purpose of soul control with which
humanity must care for the lower kingdoms in nature.
However, it is in Scorpio that the final struggle takes place — and this is only possible when the
point of balance between soul and body has been reached in Libra. Then, and only then, can the
predominance of spiritual energy be imposed upon the lower personal forces because it is Scorpio
which governs “the initiates” — the true esoteric name, we are told, for wo/man and it is through
Mars and the Martian activity that this revelation comes about.
Secondly, Mars is closely related to sex, which is an aspect of the pairs of opposites. Its effect is
also to vitalize the blood stream, purifying and stimulating all aspects and organisms in the body. It
is obvious, therefore, how the tests in Scorpio and the activity of Mars powerfully arouse the entire
lower nature and bring about its final rebellion and the last stand of the personality against the soul.
Dear Friends, is it not this conflict that is today being waged on the world stage in all departments
of life?
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The colour assigned to Mars is red and this is a correspondence to the colour of the blood stream
and thus also the association of Mars with passion, with anger and a sense of general opposition.
The sense of duality is exceedingly powerful and the necessity for the entire life of the individual to
be swung into the conflict is obvious. No side of human nature is left uninvolved, and, it is this fact
that brings in the need for the disciple to carry his/her physical, emotional/desire nature and all
mental processes up into heaven. That is, the personal form nature with all its promptings and
demands must yield to the supremacy of the soul.
Thirdly, Mars governs the senses which are five in number. These senses are the basis of all human
knowledge where that which is tangible and objective is concerned. Mars, therefore, rules science
and it is for this reason, in this present era, for the fundamental but not permanent materiality of
science — a materiality which, as we note, is rapidly lessening as Mars nears the end of its present
cycle of influence.
As we are aware, the trend of modern science is shifting into the realm of the intangible and into
the world of the non-material. Thus, the opposition to occultism is also waning as humanity
increasingly recognizes the need to know itself subjectively and spiritually.
We can therefore understand how significant are the functions of Scorpio and Mars upon our
planet at this time, and, as the Tibetan Master teaches, we must also take note of how brief a time
remains for humanity to handle its tests; this — as we realize too the pressure under which the
Hierarchy struggles to help humanity.
There is much more that can be said about Mars in Scorpio and its effects upon human and world
affairs; however, for our purposes today, can we here pause, as we normally do, and, while keeping
these thoughts in mind, together sound the Noon-time recollection?
Let us also keep in mind that it is the free and unimpeded circulation of energy among the three
planetary centers of Shamballa, Hierarchy and Humanity - that through this monthly work, we are
striving to achieve - which is the underlying motive behind this mantra.
“We know oh Lord of Life and Love about the need. Touch our hearts anew with love that we too
may love and give.” [PAUSE]
Dear friends, the keywords of this sign are significant and illuminating. Deception and triumph;
control by Maya and control by the soul; conflict and peace — such are the hidden secrets of this
sign and these are summed up in its two keynotes. Upon the ordinary wheel, whereon the soul is
found blind and apparently helpless, the Word goes forth in the following terms: "And the Word
said, Let Maya flourish and let deception rule."
Upon the reversed wheel of the disciple, the soul chants or sings the words: "Warrior I am and
from the battle I emerge triumphant.”
As progress is made around the wheel of life, the experiences and vibratory activities of the
individual intensify in character and it is this process that leads to the reversal of the wheel of life.
In Scorpio when the soul nature is active through the medium of the personality — and not simply
on its own plane, after the soul nature has been registered, recorded and noted in Virgo, balanced
and assessed in Libra, then, in Scorpio, the disciple is subjected to the tests and trials between the
soul and the personality, which fights with power and determination to maintain its primacy.
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The Agni Yoga wisdom expresses this process in the following way:
When a step of evolution is being built, the dark ones intensify all their cunning, because
Light is unbearable to them, and, sensing their doom, the dark ones cling to the measures
most stifling for them. During each new great Epoch, the same pressure of forces is repeated.
But a more teeming period [than the current one] has not been known to history, for the
[advancing] Epoch of Fire comprises all cosmic actions. Thus, the vigil must be fiery.
(Hierarchy, 346)
As a result of the shift in direction, the urge towards liberation and the desire to tread the Path of
Return becomes so strong that the disciple submits to tests, reverses — at tremendous cost and pain
— his and her position upon the wheel of life and assumes the attitude of the Spiritual Observer,
instead of that of the Experiencer. Old identifications cease; new trends towards higher more
spiritual identifications begin to appear and then Mars begins to play its part.
Dear Friends, although it will change in the future, for now, the spiritual truism is that new cycles
of Being and of consciousness are initiated by conflict — a conflict, which, in time can activate the
will-to-good, and thus, lead to beneficent results.
Does it bring acceptance and consequent understanding if we consider the following wisdom from
the Agni Yoga teachings?
Truly, when a large ship increases its speed, the resistance of the waves increases too.
Similarly, many obstacles are brought about by our own striving. It is this process that attracts
to us unexpected actions by an opposing will. If they are very strong, our own counterstroke
will develop accordingly. Most important, the currents opposing us should be strong,
because then our flame is ignited….Clearly then, success will not come from embarking on
a voyage in a tub across a stagnant pool….Does not the testing of one's strength lead to a
growth of power? It may seem impossible to cross an abyss, but you have already crossed
many an abyss and smiled. (Agni Yoga, 257)
Along with the signs of Aries, Leo and Aquarius, Scorpio makes up what is referred to as the
"personality expression" of the solar Logos, or the Divine Quaternary, the fourfold manifestation of
Deity. As such, it is under the influence or inflowing energy of Sirius — that brilliant star of
sensitivity.
The Tibetan Master teaches that for the first time in the history of humanity, the energy of Sirius
pouring into the seven groups which form our planetary Hierarchy is today evoking a response.
We therefore have the following five lines of "influential energy" by which the disciple makes
progress upon the Path:
1. Sirius, which works in a sevenfold manner through the seven rays and their seven groups as these
make up the active Hierarchy;
2. The Fixed Cross, which is a fusion of four major energies, pouring into our solar system, on to
our planet and through humanity;
3. Scorpio, which is one arm of the Fixed Cross, of peculiar and specialized power upon the Path
of Discipleship, preparing the disciple with its tests and trials up to the third initiation;
4. The Hierarchy, which is the distributing agency to the various kingdoms in nature; and,
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5. Mars and Saturn — both planets which are exceedingly powerful in connection with initiation into
the life of the Hierarchy; Mars, of course, is powerful in relation to Scorpio and Saturn is powerful
in relation to Capricorn.
The tests of Scorpio are necessarily three in nature as they concern intimately the readiness of the
threefold personality: to reorient itself to the life of the soul and later; to evidence readiness for
initiation, and finally, to demonstrate sensitivity to the Plan, becoming thus, the one-pointed disciple
in Sagittarius.
These three major tests are themselves divided into three additional stages, and, in reality, Scorpio
presents the disciple with nine tests in all. Thus, we have the reference to the nine-headed Hydra,
which is ever associated with Scorpio and with that stupendous victory achieved by Hercules, who
passed from test to victory, becoming the triumphant disciple, the eternal prototype of the perfected
disciple in this sign.
When the human faults and weaknesses associated with these tests are realized and overcome, the
disciple establishes then right relations with the fifth kingdom of the Soul and also with the
environment. And, such is the basic, all-embracing, primary goal of all tests in Scorpio.
It’s important to be mindful of the fact that these tests and trials are ever self-initiated. The disciple
ever places him and herself, consciously or unconsciously, into the positive or conditioning
environment wherein the trials and the discipline are unavoidable and inevitable.
When the mind has reached a relatively high stage of development, the memory aspect is evoked
in a new and conscious manner and then every latent pre-disposition, every racial and national
instinct, every unconquered situation and every controlling fault rises to the surface of consciousness
and the fight is on between the Angel of the Presence and the Dweller on the Threshold.
However, dear friends, let us keep in mind that the keynote of Scorpio is Triumph. This is its major
expression upon the physical plane. As a result of struggle and victory, the whole divine wo/man —
although not yet perfectly expressing him and herself, is anchored upon the physical plane with
accuracy and clarity.
Although there is much more to say and know about this sign which is of such pivotal importance
at this time in humanity’s evolution, I will end my remarks by addressing the role of the planet
Uranus, which is exalted in this sign. I do encourage those of you who have the time and interest
to read more fully in the Scorpio chapter in Esoteric Astrology.
As we know, Uranus is the planet whose characteristics are the scientific mind, which, at a certain
stage in the disciple's life, means that he and she can begin to live the occult life, with the way of
divine knowledge taking the place of the mystic way of feeling. Uranus makes it possible for
knowledge to be transmuted into the way of wisdom and of light. Necessarily and understandably,
this brings in the will aspect or the influence of the first ray of Vulcan, blended with the seventh ray
of Uranus, producing then the desired manifestation upon the physical plane.
Uranus initiates new conditions and a new order of life, producing in turn, an understanding of the
causes of things as they are, and the desire to change the old order and the old orientation into the
new. Carried forward to its logical conclusion, the influence of Uranus finally produces an unfolded
spiritual consciousness. And, it is for this reason that Uranus is exalted in this sign of Scorpio and
will therefore continue to assume a position of power and directed influence.
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Dear friends, is it not encouraging, strengthening and heartening to know that this is what we are
seeing play out in our world and in our own lives? Is this not the cause of the clarion call behind
the increasingly popular demand for transformation, from all aspects of societal life? Is this not
what was attempted at the recent COP26 Summit? And, is this not what is daily being attempted
at the United Nations, as those disciples working within and around this organization strive, as they
repeat, to leave no one behind and as they advocate for humanitarian and enlightened global
governance?
To this process the disciples, the New Group of World Servers, and all spiritual workers throughout
the world can lend our support.
With these thoughts in mind, can we now take up our meditation?
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